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South KoreaAbstract Since Camillo Sitte’s time (1843–1903) and until three decades ago, a number of princi-
ples for quality design derived from a range of urban design and planning theorists have emerged in
urban planning ﬁeld. Due to the reasons of exploratory theorists’ inﬂuence on the new urbanism
movement, their concepts were applied in varied regions, especially; within the United states.
Unfortunately, the urban planners nowadays have ignored the basic principles of good urban spac-
ing, abandoning theories evolved from systematic observations and deductive experiments thus; the
urban environment constitute lots of problems which undermine the role of public spacing as a
social generator in our life.
This study examines the current situation of two areas selected in Egypt and South Korea against
some general principles extracted from a band of classic urban design theories. Therefore; the study
aims at measuring up the studied area to the successful principles in order to determine both the
positive and negative aspects of urban design, in an attempt to improving the built environment
in the forthcoming redevelopments.
328 A.M. Hassan et al.The result showed some encouraging aspects of the studied area, especially in Cairo downtown of
Egypt which appears to be consistent with classic urban design theories, but Gwangju downtown of
South Korea still has some problems, and as a result, there are overriding concerns that could well
undermine such positive elements.
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Center.Introduction
Cities are enormous laboratories of trial and error, failure and
success in city building and city design. Instead of learning from
cities as well as forming and testing their theories in this
laboratory, planning practitioners and teachers in the discipline
have ignored the factors which result in successfulness or
unsuccessfulness and the factors that lead to each result [1,2].
The strategies followed by the planners and local authori-
ties throughout the late 19th and 20th centuries were based
on rebuilding instead of how cities work. Since the industrial
revolution, the evolving of transportation means in general
and heavy reliance on private automobiles in particular have
impacted profoundly on the city structure and built environ-
ment [3,4]. Before car invention, the movement through towns
or settlements was compatible with the human scale and keep
on settlers’ health and their spiritual conditions due to increas-
ing walkability and strengthening the social linkages [5]. With
the emerging of the car, a number of planners and architects
got an inspiration to coin their theories of city planning which
allowed the suburbs to expand horizontally outside the city
boundaries such as the linear city by Soria Y. Mata in 1882
which was implemented in 1894, the garden city theory which
was coined by E. Howard in 1898, the satellite cities which
were presented by Raymond Unwin in 1922 and the broadacre
city theory dated 1932. Fig. 1 shows the city planning theories
based on the horizontal spread. Unfortunately, these theories
opened the door to the gated and private communities whether
inside the city or outside it. Therefore the city has been segre-
gated into inhomogeneous zones caused by social, cultural,
economic and environmental problems [6]. Until a couple or
three decades ago, the contest between local public authorities
and residents around the openness and accessibility of public
spaces were indicators of undermining urban spacing quality
[7]. In recent years, local authorities have employed new sur-
veillance techniques to monitor the uses of public spaces and
how they are used. Furthermore; there are growing numbers
of private developments and gated communities – in which
the availability of public spacing was limited to the residents
[8]. Thus some initiatives attempted to advocate the settlers’
right to public space, one of these initiatives is to reclaim the
street (RTS) which was originally formed by Earth ﬁrst in
Brixton, London, in 1991 and was born out of anti-road pro-
test camps at places such as the Claremont Road and Twyford
Down. RTS pointed out that vehicle trafﬁc is the source of
obstruction in public spaces and not the pedestrians. RTS
initiative is an aspect of objection against the status of the
modern city [9,10]. On the pretext of protecting the public
space, we are increasingly turning to the use of both force
and of surveillance devices to control public space. In many
cases this happens because citizens, especially wealthier
citizens, barricade themselves behind walls and gates [1].Due to this phenomenon, a question has arisen with regard
to the use of the public spaces nowadays and those actually
entitled to use the space and deﬁne it. Thus, are all members
of the public entitled to use it or only some? [8]. Don Mitchell
asked this question and presented the case of the People’s park
in Berkeley, California that has become a contest site between
the local authorities and residents and various political advo-
cates seek to use the space for the homeless, whereas the local
authorities and the University of California wish to maintain
absolute control over the park. As has been mentioned, the
city derived from modern planning theories has expanded hor-
izontally such as the garden city, broadacre city and satellite
cities that segregated people from each other in what is called
‘‘suburbs’’. whereas it expanded vertically such as the radiant
city (Ville Radieuse or Functional city theory) coined by Lec-
orbusier in 1922/33 which isolated dwellers who live in sky-
scrapers or high rise buildings far away from the streets as J.
Jacobs criticized it in her book ‘‘the death and life of great
American cities’’ in 1961, and said people cannot keep eyes
on their streets, hence public space will be unsafe and encour-
ages the increase in crime rate. These theories opened the door
widely towards the deterioration of the public and urban
spaces, the streets and plazas were planned ﬁrst for movement
not the place [16]. Therefore another claim revolved around
the quality level of public spaces and the ways of urban envi-
ronmental design and was the motivation that made Sharon
Zukin adopt a critical stance toward the transformation of
the New York city park into exclusionary and heavily regu-
lated spaces. She notices that ‘‘the fastest growing kind of pub-
lic space in America is prisons’’ in introduction to the bad way
of treatment, building, and rebuilding of the urban environ-
ment and parks [17].
In the context of the criticism series stated in the previous
point, Gregory Smithsimon (2008) wondered why some plazas
resemble empty concrete boxes with none of the sociability W.
Whyte described. He ﬁnds that in many instances developers
requested designs that would reduce, not facilitate, the social
usefulness of their building plazas [18].
The restrictions and control over the use of public space
does not only happen in the parks, plazas and sidewalks but
also in whole cities around the world. In order to understand
how cities work, inductive reasoning and closely observed city
life were carried out over time. The conductive observation
thus produced the accepted current urban design principles
which were summarized by Bantley and others in 1985 in their
design manual ‘‘Responsive Environment’’ [19]. They also sug-
gested other qualities such as permeability, legibility, varied or
mixed uses, robustness, visual appropriateness and richness
which are of foremost importance in urban design. These
principles and qualities were derived through time, and are
the culmination of the work of many theorists and planning
practitioners [20].
Soria y Mata, Ciudad Lineal which had been 
planned in Madrid (1894), shows the role of 
transportation means for linking the existing 
cities 11.
Garden city: (E. Howard 1898) .
Station Road which located in
Letchworth Garden City shows 
reliance on automobiles to move 
throughout the vast urbanity 13.
Linear city: Soria Y. Mata coined in1882,
implemented in 1894 (as Ciudad Lineal) 12.
Norton Way that located in South 
Letchworth looks like a boulevard 
street 13.
Satellite cities : (Raymond Unwin -1922), 
Satellite cities are the seeds of suburbs which 
spread rapidly later, and caused many of 
problems to the mother city 14.
Broadacre city theory: (Frank L. Wright -1932) called for expanding 
horizontally, and of course it supports the idea of suburbs and reliance on 
cars 15.
Fig. 1 The prominent theories of modern city planning which cause several urban problems [11–15].
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environment aims to set some principles of good urbanity
which can be used as a criterion to enable the urban designers
in rebuilding the city better and likably. Cairo which is located
in Egypt (Middle East) and Gwangju downtowns which are lo-
cated in Asia, had been planned by different planners. Islamic
planning and later Haussmann shared in planning Cairo
downtown consequently, whereas the Gwangju downtown
had been planned by a Japanese planner. Differentiating be-
tween the two areas will enrich the assessment process through
the classic urban theories.
Methods
In order to determine a criterion for evaluation of the quality of
contemporary urban design, it is necessary to examine the work
of well known theorists and practitioners on the topic. Therefore,
a review of urban design principles that have evolved over time as
the result of different contributions of various theorists and
practitioners will be presented ﬁrst. Then a ﬁeld study which
includes two areas of which one lies in Egypt and the latter is
located in South Korea will be evaluated according to theseprinciples. The study centers on the comparative approach be-
tween the current situation of the studied areas and the principles
of classic theories in an attempt to adjusting of the built environ-
ment. It is worth mentioning that the study framework is limited
to the classical theories which included most of the principles de-
rived from the new urbanism theory and modern initiatives such
as reclaim the street except the environmental concerns or
dimensions (as Mathew Carmona and others described this
dimension in his book ‘‘Public places Urban spaces- the
dimensions of urban design’’), which has been added by the new
urbanism or transition towns policies. The study focuses on the
urban classical theories to be more profound and justiﬁed.
Furthermore, the classical urban theories were validated through
ﬁeld researches and surveys like those done by Keven Lynch and
William White.
Framework of theories
It is essential to show the main principles of quality design of
selected celebrated urban design or city planning commenta-
tors such as Camilo Sitte, Christopher Alexander, William
Whyte, Jane Jacobs, Kevin Lynch and Alan Jacobs and
330 A.M. Hassan et al.Donald Appleyard. From this therefore, modern ideas were
included along with those proposed as early as 30, 40, and in
the case of Sitte over 100 years. However, all are considered
classic works that are still relevant and currently used [21].
Camillo Sitte
There are three milestones in the literature of the building of
cities [22]. These include the writings of Vitruvius which dated
far back to classical Roman times, Alberti (a Florentine writ-
ing during the renaissance), and Camillo Sitte (1843–1903)
who was a Viennese artist and critic whose published work
‘‘Der Stadtebau’’ criticized what he perceived to be the distrib-
uting urban development of his days. Sitte examined the town
squares or plazas of ancient Greek and Rome, the middle ages
and the renaissance (especially Baroque) to determine the char-
acteristics that gave those places a ‘‘Human Scale’’.
According to (Colins and Colins, 1986) Sitte emphasized on
aesthetic importance as well as social concern. Furthermore,
Sitte suggested that his principles in promoting artistic impor-
tance need only to be applied to the major plazas and thor-
oughfares of a town, city or suburb. While Sitte’s comments
come before the era of the skyscrapers, the elevator and the
motor car, they are quite applicable to the urban landscape
that characterizes the end of the 20th century [21].
The principles he arrived at can be summarized as follows
[22]: (a) there is an important relationship between buildings,
monuments and their plazas. (b) The center of plazas should
be kept free. (c) There are rules that govern the size and shape
of plazas. A hierarchy of sizes should exist within the squares
of each town. The size and therefore the shape of the plaza
should be in proportion to the size and height of the buildings
dominating it. (d) Plazas work best when irregular in shape,
and irregularity assists to keep the center free. (e) A cluster
of plazas can emphasize a city’s focal point. (f) Straight roads
with good proportion between length and width can work well
and are often necessary. The curves and meanders of ancient
streets are preferable where terrain or other local circum-
stances suggest such treatment. Enclosed streets with varied
alignments are more interesting than long streets crossed with
endless intersections.
Christopher Alexander
C. Alexander who was born in 1936 is one of the best known
commentators concerned with the fundamental nature of
architecture and urban design. Alexander’s theory of urban de-
sign apparently evolved from Sitte’s principles. Though, it con-
tinues with the notion of timeless principles and the need for
individual elements to contribute positively to the whole [23].
In Alexander’s review, the pattern languages have broken
down in our time and humans have lost touch with the deep
patterns which are capable of generating life in places where
they live and work [24].
Alexander suggested some principles such as [25]: (a) the
number of populations within each neighborhood should be
within the range of 7.000 since it is the ideal size for an identi-
ﬁable community group. (b) The suggested community would
include pockets of common land which are shared by clusters
of 8–12 buildings, called ‘‘houses clusters’’. (c) This community
should encompass owned shops, corner grocery stores, row
houses, small public squares (20 m in diameter) and scattered
parking area pockets. (d) Due to the apparent psychologicaleffects on people who live and work in tall buildings, Alexan-
der imposes a general height limit of four ﬂoors for most of
buildings with limited exceptions allowed for non residential
buildings.
William Whyte
W. Whyte puts forward a case for making greater and more
intense use of space. He supposed the visual quality of open
space is as important as its use; so long narrow pieces of open
space can be far better than single large open areas as more
people have both physical and visual access to the narrow
spaces [26]. Whyte and his assistants undertook a ‘‘street life
project’’. One aspect of this was included in a study of how
people use urban public space, and a set of urban design guide-
lines for use in public areas was produced [27].
Whyte’s design principles for public spaces are: (a) the
location of public space is important; it should be located in
the heart of the downtown area. (b) The shape of space must
not be crucial, and it should be well deﬁned because people like
to position themselves in such places. (c) Whyte supports
Sitte’s principles that say that irregular shaped public plazas
work best. (d) Whyte also agrees with Sitte’s concept on the
importance of the relationship between location of the space
and the street. (e) People gather in various ways to plazas
and during speciﬁc times such as the lunch hour, many people
cluster in small groups, chatting and conversing with one
another in sidewalks. Eventually; based on the results of his
work, Whyte consulted with ofﬁcials in New York City to
improve the placement and design of its parks and plazas [26].
Jane Jacobs
Jane Jacobs (1916–2006) was a community activist when her
ideas emerged on the horrors of urban renewal, superblocks
and skyscrapers in 1961 [1]. Jacobs attacked the modern
theories; she suggested that streets and sidewalks are the main
public areas of a city. Thus, she urges that a well used street is
often safer than a park.
J. Jacobs described the four necessary physical conditions
for dynamic urban life [1,28]: (a) multifunction neighborhood
or district, and indeed as many of its internal parts as possible,
must serve more than one primary function, preferably more
than two. She notes that everyday social life promotes trust
among neighbors as well as makes room for the safety of ur-
ban inhabitants. (b) Most blocks must be short; that is, streets
and opportunities to turn corners must be frequent. (c) The
district must mingle buildings that vary in age and conditions,
including a good proportion of old ones so that they vary in
the economic yield they must produce. (d) There must be a suf-
ﬁcient dense concentration of people, for whatever purposes
they may be there. This includes dense concentration in the
case of people who are there because of residence. Jacobs in
short supports diversity and community involvement [29].
Kevin Lynch
K. Lynch concerned himself with how we locate ourselves
within the city, how we ﬁnd our way around. He suggested
that to know where we are within the city, therefore, we have
to build up a workable image of each part. He says ‘‘Every cit-
izen has had long associations with some part of the Plan/Pub-
lic Image, and his image is soaked in memories and meanings’’
[30]. The image of the environment is a composite between
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from the other side. Nearly, everything is in a continuous oper-
ation of changeability. So, studying the legibility and image-
ability are essential required issues in the urban environment.
K. Lynch deﬁned the Legibility of the cityscape as the ease
with which its parts can be recognized and organized into a
coherent pattern. Or; legibility is essentially the ease with
which people understand the layout of a place. Keven deﬁned
imageability as the quality of a physical object which gives an
observer a strong vivid image. He concluded that a highly
imageable city would be well formed, would contain very dis-
tinct parts, and would be instantly recognizable to the com-
mon inhabitant. He put the elements of legibility as follows
[31]: (a) Paths: Are the channels along which the observer cus-
tomarily, occasionally, or potentially moves such as streets,
walkways, transit lines, canals and railroads. According to
Lynch the Weak paths; Branching and number of small
changes along the path cause orientation problems. (b) Edges:
are the linear elements not used or considered as paths by the
observer. They are boundaries between two phases, linear
breaks in continuity such as shores, railroad cuts, edges of
development and walls. (c) Districts: areas with perceived
internal homogeneity- are medium-to-large sections of the city,
conceived of as having a two-dimensional extent, which the
observer mentally enters ‘inside of,’ and which are recogniz-
able as having some common identifying character such as
center, midtown, its in-town residential areas, organized indus-
trial areas, train yards, suburbs and college campuses. (d)
Landmarks: Are another type of point-reference, but in this
case the observer does not enter within them, they are external.
They are usually a rather simply deﬁned physical object which
makes one orient oneself. (e) Nodes: Are points, the strategic
spots in a city into which an observer can enter. The nodes
may be simply concentrations, which gain their importance
from being the condensation of some use or physical character,
as a street-corner hangout or an enclosed square. And these
elements when placed in good form, they increase the human
ability to see and remember patterns, and it is these patterns
that make it easier to learn.
Alan Jacobs and Donald Appleyard
Alan Jacobs and D. Appleyard in their work attacked the
practice of city building and rebuilding. Their particular criti-
cisms focused on the vast area developed by both public and
private developers that result in high rise buildings, super-
blocks, separate paths for people and cars and housing
divorced from streets. Such developments are large and best
seen from a distance or from a moving car but if the super-
block is seen from nearby, pedestrians never feel of diversity
or spontaneity in urban patterns, and thus; the place becomes
meaningless [32].
A. Jacobs and D. Appleyard suggested a number of struc-
tural qualities for good urban environment. There are ﬁve
physical characteristics that must all be present for positive
urban life [33]: (a) a good urban environment should contain
livable streets and neighborhoods, and ensures healthy condi-
tions including sunlight, clean air, trees, vegetation, gardens,
open spaces, pleasantly scaled and designed buildings, clean-
liness, physical safety and without offensive noise. (b) A.
Jacobs and D. Appleyard suggested a minimum density of
development and intensity of land use. They suggested 15dwellings per acre, and up to 48 dwellings per acre. Such a
density enhances the human exchange, public life, action,
diversity and community that make up city life. Therefore;
A. Jacobs and Appleyard agree with C Alexander on the
importance of this issue. (c) The good urban environment
must integrate some activities. Living, working and shopping
in reasonable proximity (accessible by walking) to each other.
So, A. Jacobs and Appleyard support J. Jacobs’s principles.
(d) Good public space boosts pedestrians’ needs as no public
life can take place between people where they are in cars. On
this point A. Jacobs and Appleyard also agree with J. Jacobs
on the role of sidewalks as a generator for livable places. (e)
A good urban environment is more compatible with many
separate, distinct building with complex arrangements and
relationships rather than few large buildings or superblocks.
Smaller buildings mean more entrances located on the public
space, thus a more lively public environment. So, they sup-
port the concept of diversity of J. Jacobs and her advocation
for the short block.
Principal urban design concepts as a measurable framework
Many mutual principles can be derived from the review of ur-
ban design theorists. These pillars are considered the criteria or
framework of good urban space. These principles include: the
identity of place, building height and human scales, mixed
uses, reasonable densities and community size, linkage through
built environment and compatibility with the natural environ-
ment. Therefore, all these pillars are seen as dimensions of
urban design [30].
Identity of place
To arrive at meaningful identiﬁcation of a place, urban devel-
opment should encompass elements which give identity and
character to the location and landform to such design based
on topography or style of building design. Identiﬁable environ-
ment should include elements that expresses about history,
culture, customs and heritage through a setback of new build-
ings to create a distance which allows to pedestrians explore
the heritage and meaning of the place. Nevertheless, this
principle was advocated signiﬁcantly by K. Lynch.
Building height and human scale
All theorists without exception criticize buildings that are too
tall. C. Alexander had the strongest view on this and imposes a
four storey height limit on all buildings with only occasional
exception permitted. Before the ﬁrst skyscraper was ever
designed, Sitte was criticizing the ‘‘modern cubic mass’’ of
building that was growing ever higher. While W. Whyte’s
observes that taller building cast taller shadows, and thus he
supposed that a height of 18–20 m is an optimal height for
the lower scaled heritage building. Similarly; J. Jacobs
criticized high buildings and skyscrapers which do not allow
residents to keep their eyes on the street. And therefore con-
cludes that skyscrapers are not condusive for human scale.
A. Jacobs and Appleyard suggested that many small and
separate buildings are better than tall buildings or superblocks.
In short, the excessive height of the building planned for some
areas is out of character with current development in the
vicinity and could well determine other design qualities.
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Against the zones concept which sets aside district areas for
separate uses, there is general agreement in the grouping of
housing, retail, and various commercial uses within a compact
area. The idea of land use zones emerged after deterioration of
the environmental quality endured by the population post
industrial cities, but has since been shown to cause problems
for accessibility and community participation. So, the urban
theorists and commentators prefer mixed use more than zones.Sidewalks of pedestrians
The good urban principles are elements of one of the series
which create a livable environment, and thus these principles
are dependent on each other. Limiting building height to four
or ﬁve stories and at the same time avoiding uniformly one
storey and tall buildings, allows both a reasonable density
and a human scale which supports a walkable neighborhood.
Jane Jacobs encouraged the concern of sidewalks in particular,
and therefore advised on how to make them more interesting
to motivate people to walk through it, and thus provide safety
and social involvement to the urban environment.
Acceptable densities and community size
In principle, mixed use, accessibility, community involvement
and pedestrian realm, all required compactness and a certain
number of populations which allow the society to interact
and integrate. Alexander and A. Jacobs as well as Appleyard
provide density ﬁgures promoting medium rather than high
or low density. On this note, they suggested the density average
of 37 dwellings per hectare. Nevertheless, Jane Jacobs also
supposed urban density rather than the suburb is required
for creating a vibrant urban center.
Linkage through built environment
The built environment encompasses public and private spaces,
the relationship between the interior and exterior of buildings
as well as neighboring buildings and spaces must give well
deﬁned built environment and places. So, the need for many
separate buildings, windows and a ﬁne grain of urban fabric
is vital and helpful for legibility rather than tall tower blocks
or long scale bland buildings.Fig. 2 A view of Cairo downtoHence, a ﬁne grain of urban fabric includes streets. Never-
theless, with regard to the new urbanists Alexander approves
of the existing street grid into the site. But, Sitte was not agree-
ing with those who approved that the streets grid should be a
base or determinant for development. Thus, he preferred
streets to follow natural contours. Furthermore; there is more
emphasis on ‘‘T’’ intersections rather than cross roads.
The ﬁeld study
Two areas were chosen for evaluation against the principles of
classic urban theories. The downtown of Cairo in Egypt, and
the downtown of Gwanju city in South Korea are the ﬁeld
research areas.
Cairo downtown
Egypt vice regal khedive Ismail (governed Egypt in between
1863–1879) who studied in Paris, fascinated by the French cul-
ture, tried to develop a blueprint of Cairo’s future. So he asked
the third Napoleon to send him Haussmann (1809–1891) to
plan the new Cairo at this time. Presently, Khedivial Cairo is
a small neighborhood downtown. In 1863, the new streets of
Khedivial Cairo were wide and straight to ease the commuting
compared to the Islamic Cairo (641 till beginning of 19th
century), these streets met at beautiful plazas rich in fountains
and statues. Fig. 2 shows Haussmann’s concept and the new
European style arrived in Egypt. These elements attracted
foreign communities, rich merchants and senior civil servants
to move out of the walled neighborhood of the old city into
the new downtown with its gardens and cafes.
Boundaries and land use of Cairo downtown. The studied area in
Cairo Downtown lies between four squares as shown in ﬁg. 3
where Ramsis square, Abd-elmoneam Ryadh square, El-Opera
square and El-Tahreer square conﬁne among them Cairo
midtown.
There are varied uses in Cairo downtown area. On the
ground level were people walk, the commercial and
governmental ofﬁces dominated whereas the residential,
religious, entertainment, educational and cultural purposes ap-
pear as a secondary uses. On the ﬁrst storey, the commercial
purpose decreased whereas the residential and governmentalCairo downtown shot of El-Tahreer 
Square in 1970 34.
Google map of El-Tahreer square in 
2006, and a part of Cairo down town 
around it, which shows the small blocks as 
a dominant pattern on space syntax 35.
wn from El-Tahreer [34,35].
Fig. 3 Borders of Cairo downtown area [36].
Fig. 4 Ground and ﬁrst storey use of the Cairo downtown area [36].
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Fig. 5 Repeated storeys: use of buildings locate in the Cairo
downtown area [36].
334 A.M. Hassan et al.administrational ofﬁces’ purposes increased to the point of
those three purposes almost equal to each others. Fig. 4 shows
the mixed and variety use in the ground and ﬁrst storey of
Cairo downtown building.
If we take a look at ﬁg. 5, we can observe that residential
purpose became the dominant use in repeated ﬂoors at the
expense of the commercial and governmental administration
purposes. Also the administrational and commercial purpose
became secondary existed objects.Fig. 6 On left (a): Location of Gwangju city – Republic of Korea, an
the American Army and printed in 1947, modiﬁed by authors).Gwangju downtown
With a population of 1.5 million, Gwangju Metropolitan City
is the ﬁfth largest city in South Korea. Gwangju region is
located in the south west of the republic of Korea as shown
in ﬁg. 6. It is divided into ﬁve districts and was the center of
administration of the South Jeolla Province until 2005.
Gwangju city was originally established in 57 BC. Gwangju
downtown was chosen as a second case in this study.
Land use of Gwangju downtown. In Gwangju downtown, there
are three functional buildings: commercial, administrational
and entertainment buildings. Majorly, commercial purposes
occupied most parts of the building whereas for administra-
tional ofﬁces and entertainment purposes, few are found in
the zone. Fig. 7 shows the concentration of commercial pur-
poses in Gwangju downtown much larger than other purposes.
Through the ﬁeld survey, we can hardly observe the
multifunctional use included in one building. Therefore, it
means that the building is purely for commercial use, or it is
purely administrational. And thus Gwangju downtown has a
constant use not only horizontally but also vertically.
Through the ﬁeld survey, we can hardly observe the multi-
functional use included in one building. It therefore means that
the building is purely for commercial use, as well as purely for
administrational. And thus Gwangju downtown has constant
use not only horizontally but also vertically.
Result
The ﬁeld observations through Cairo and Gwangju down-
town, demonstrate to which extent the built environment is
located in the two areas, is being livable and compatible with
the good principles of urban design as shown in Table 1 below.
Within presenting for the urban design theories, A toolbox
would be modiﬁed to measure the quality of the urban design
in any area throughout the world. Therefore; we can measure
the areas according to ﬁve criteria: Identity of the place whichd on the right (b): Structure of Gwangju pattern in 1940 (Drawn by
Fig. 7 The use of land in Gwangju downtown on the ground, ﬁrst and repeated ﬂoors (Source: the authors).
Table 1 Shows measuring Cairo downtown and Gwangju downtown against the principles derived from the urban classic theories.
Principles of the livable urban design Cairo downtown Gwangju downtown
(a) Identity of the
place
a-1) Historic
footprint
Architecture belongs to
Architecture of Renaissance and
Islamic era
Architecture back to Japanese
Architecture
a-2) Elements of
legibility
Districts, nodes and landmarks can
be easily observed
Elements of legibility. Are not
clear enough
(b) Building heights
and population
density
b-1) Heights as
a density gauge
Varied but majority around 6 ﬂoors Varied, majority revolved
around 4 ﬂoors
b-2) Denser
urban areas
Except those who come for
shopping, population density
considered moderated
Except those who come for
shopping, population density
considered low
(c) Diversity and
mixed use
c-1) Varied
height
Varied height Varied height
c-2) Mixed use Varied and mixed use Almost commercial use
c-3) Mingling of
the Building
Ages
Varied aged buildings and ease to
realize the diﬀerent ages
Varied aged buildings but hardly
signiﬁcant
(d) Sidewalk d-1) Availability
of footpaths
Sidewalks with adequate width are
available
Not available enough
d-2) Safe
walkable paths
Permanent residents in the area
keep their eyes on the street. So it is
safe
Not safe enough where there is
no permanent residents in this
area
(e) Linkage through
built environment
e-1) Small sizes
of blocks
Small blocks or short blocks Big or long blocks
e-2) Pattern of
streets
Regular and grid in general Mixed between grid and curved
pattern
Evaluation of the contemporary urban design classic urban theories 335reﬂects the cultural and social values of the settlers; Building
heights and densities which adds aesthetics and economic
proﬁts; diversity and mixed use that enable settlers to shorten
their daily trips and get their needs; safe and interesting
sidewalks which encourage people to walk rather than drivingand inﬂuence positively in the health status. Linkage through
built environment provides people with accessibility and
encourages them to form social relationships.
The table below summarizes the main principles which
should be embodied in the positive urban space, it is also
336 A.M. Hassan et al.necessary to focus on these principles more closely. And thus,
the results of the toolbox will be discussed with more focus on
the positive and negative aspects related to each principle, and
giving conclusions based on the analysis of the urban design in
Cairo and Gwangju downtowns.
Discussion
The ﬁve principles of the livable urban design which assess the
study cases will be discussed in detail and conclusions brought
out.
Identity of the place
Identity of the place is considered one of the sustainable urban
principles missed in the modern planning theories [30]. Because
most of Cairo downtown area was planned by Haussmann
(1863), and other parts of it planned during the Islamic era
(641-the beginning of 19th century), so the historic city centre,
enriched by numerous monuments, retains a prominent phys-
ical urban character and a strong socio-cultural identity
according to the Egyptian law No. 117 of 1983 and law
No.144 of 2006 which preserves the architectural heritage
[37]. The architectural heritage in Cairo was preserved by laws
and regulations whereas Gwangju downtown area which was
planned by the Japanese in 1930s during their occupation of
South Korea, has not had laws to preserve it, therefore the
architectural design continues to change due to the economic
needs of the owners. Despite the impact of the ongoing prob-
lems on the Egyptian urban heritage in this area, the National
Organization of Urban Harmony undermines the decay of
historic buildings, and thus gives identity to the urban environ-
ment. This matter was missed in Gwangju downtown.
The style of the renaissance era in Cairo downtown, added
internal homogeneity to the area. So the feeling of ‘‘the
district’’ as one of the legibility elements is true. Some of the his-
toric buildings which encompass unique architectural details
helped it to appear as landmarks. Furthermore; the statues in
the plazas and squares were also considered as a landmark.
While, Nodes in Cairo downtown are active and attractive
points, it can also be recognized clearly in this terrain. On the
other hand, using the same tools of structure, materials for
the decoration of shops, made the urban environment of
Gwangu downtown vague. The style of nodes morphology
was replicated more than once as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.Fig. 8 Shows the vagueness of nodes and streets in Gwangju down to
(Source: the authors via neighborhood online map).Building height and population density
The denser urban areas ensure efﬁcient use for transportation
means, retails and increasing of work opportunities, and thus
create a sustainable and compact district [38]. In Cairo down-
town, the Egyptian laws govern the urban harmony as well as
control the height of historic buildings and juxtaposed build-
ings. Although, there are some exceptions of height limits
but building heights are almost around 6 ﬂoors. The situation
of height limits in Gwangju downtown is not different from
counterparts of Cairo downtown buildings. Although, despite
the similarity of building heights in the two areas, population
density has become different because the urban pattern in
Cairo mixes between varied uses. Especially; the existence of
residential apartments in repeated ﬂoors. Residential use was
missed out completely in Gwangju downtown.
Diversity and mixed use
Diversity and mixed use somewhere highlight urban aesthet-
ics, facilitate access to services and sometimes workplaces, in
addition to keeping settlers’ eyes on the streets during differ-
ent times of the day [1,38]. The commercial, residential,
administrational, entertainment, cultural, religious, and
healthy purposes interrelated together in Cairo downtown
as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Thus, this diversity provided social
surveillance to this zone. But majorly, the use of Gwangju
downtown buildings is unilateral, and oriented to the com-
mercial sector. Therefore; people could not keep their eyes
on the streets during speciﬁc time of the day. The building
owners and authorities depend on the digital surveillance
such as closed-circuit television (CCTV) to secure stores
and streets. And thus they do not seek for the safety of by
by-passers and pedestrians [39].
Sidewalks
Sidewalks are considered a zone of social activity for pedestri-
ans [1,6,40]. Sidewalks are available in Cairo downtown, as a
result there are some cafes which opened directly on sidewalks,
and thus became vibrant. In Gwangju downtown, moving
through streets looks systematic and monotonous because
these streets have no sidewalks as shown in Fig. 8. This is in
addition to the constant use (commercial) of sidewalks located
on both street sides.wn due to replicating the elements of morphology and construction
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Short or small blocks play an important role in connecting the
parts of the area together not only optically but also socially
[1]. Cairo downtown consists of small blocks in comparison
to the Gwangju downtown zone. The integration between
the grid pattern of streets and the short paths in Cairo
downtown supported the legibility and linkage through built
environment. The mixed pattern of streets in Gwangju down-
town, and the monotonous spaces between buildings weakened
the legibility of Gwangju downtown.
Conclusion
Most of the presented urban design theories aimed at creating
a livable and vibrant place which can be recognized signiﬁ-
cantly in Cairo downtown much better than the Gwangju
downtown zone. The major reasons behind the deterioration
of Gwangju midtown related to the following:
a) The broad masses of buildings were allocated for com-
mercial purposes for single and constant use. Furthermore;
the building itself also has one function. For instance a build-
ing from the 1st to the 4th or 6th ﬂoor serves only commercial
purposes or just administrational purposes.
b) The building owners and authorities depend on the
digital surveillance such as closed-circuit television (CCTV)
to secure stores and streets. And thus they do not seek for
the safety of by-passers and pedestrians.
c) The long blocks which had been planned by the Japanese
planners, which emerged later as a consequence of united
neighbors who seek for proﬁts by converting small fragments
into a large block had a negative impact on the linkage
through the area. The long or large block undermines the com-
munication among the users. Furthermore; hierarchy of
Gwangju downtown streets is missed, so the overcrowded
streets within the obligatory path reduced the ability of perme-
ability or accessibility by people through that area.
The study recommends the encouragement of multifunc-
tional buildings rather than one functional building. In partic-
ular; allocation of the residential apartments in the upper
ﬂoors. Furthermore; setting a law to compel union’s owners
to open side streets or increasing the width of the current
streets in favor of the sidewalks as a attempt to recreate piece-
meal width of streets adapted with density of users, thus this
strategy will help to create small or short blocks to enhance
social communication. This study may be a guide for the
urbanites around the world to take the principles of sustain-
able urban design into consideration during restructuring of
the urban environment.
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